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It is clear that for any given S , MI is positive definite, and hence
MI01 is also positive definite. It then follows that for every S
0
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pP
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1 + P1 sH
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p

P1 :
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Combining (11) and (12) with (21), we have that
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Then, for every subsequence fN 0 g of fN g, combining (21) with (10)
yields that
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Appealing to Lemma 5.2, we conclude that there exists a subsequence
fJ 0 g of fN 0 g such that
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Based on (22) and (23), for the subsequence fJ 0 g, we resort to Lemma
5.2 again and conclude that there exists a further subsequence fN 00 g
of fJ 0 g such that
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Furthermore, it is clear that
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thereby concluding the proof.
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Abstract—We improve performance of the asymptotically good quantum
codes constructed by Ashikhmin, Litsyn, and Tsfasman, by using more
rational points on algebraic curves.
Index Terms—Algebraic-geometry code, Ashikhmin–Litsyn–Tsfasman
bound, quantum code.
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munication. We have to protect quantum states from environmental
noise in quantum computation and some methods in quantum communication, such as the quantum superdense coding [2], [3]. The
quantum error-correcting codes (or quantum codes) independently
proposed by Shor [12] and Steane [13] constitute one of the techniques for protecting quantum states.
Let us explain quantum codes. We begin with the notion of t-error
correction. Let H be a q -dimensional complex linear space, where q
is a prime power, and suppose that H represents a physical system of
interest. A quantum code Q is a q k -dimensional subspace of H n .
When we want to protect a quantum state j'i 2 H k , we encode j'i
into a state in Q. So we encode a quantum state of k particles into
that of n particles. Such a code Q is said to be an [[n; k]] quantum
code. Suppose that we send j'i 2 Q and receive j i 2 H n . A
quantum code Q is said to be t-error-correcting if we can decode j'i
from j i provided that at least the states of n 0 t particles in j i are
left unchanged from j'i.
Since a change of a quantum state is continuous, the notion of t-error
correction seems irrational at first glance [8]. This notion can be justified as follows. In general, the decoding process of a quantum code
does not decode perfectly the transmitted quantum state from a received
one. However, the decoded state and a transmitted state become closer
as t increases provided that the quantum channel used is memoryless
as a q -ary channel [11, Sec. 7.4], [9]. A quantitative relation between
the closeness of states, the noisiness of a channel, and t can be found
in [9].
In [9], it is shown that one can make the decoded state arbitrarily
close to the transmitted state by increasing the code length provided
that the ratio t=n is fixed and is sufficiently large compared with the
noisiness of the channel. This is a major motivation for studying long
codes as in the classical coding theory [10, Sec. 4.3].
A sequence of ti -error-correcting [[ni ; ki ]] quantum codes is said to
be asymptotically good if
lim ni =

!1

i

1

lim inf ki =ni > 0

!1
i!1

i

lim inf ti =ni > 0:

Ashikhmin, Litsyn, and Tsfasman [1] constructed the first asymptotically good sequence of quantum codes. After that, Chen, Ling, and
Xing [5] also constructed an asymptotically good sequence of binary
quantum codes from algebraic curves based on the idea in [16] better
than those in [1] in certain range of parameters. Note that Chen [4] also
proposed the same construction of quantum codes as that in [1].
The construction of Ashikhmin et al. used a sequence of algebraic
curves having many rational points over a finite field. In their construction, they do not use at least g rational points on the curve (see [1,
remark below Theorem 4]), where g is the genus of the curve. We can
easily see that the use of more rational points improves the performance
of the constructed sequence of quantum codes.
Garcia and Stichtenoth [7] showed the first sequence of algebraic
curves with many rational points defined by explicit equations. By
using their explicit sequence of curves we shall construct an asymptotically good sequence of quantum codes using asymptotically all the
rational points on algebraic curves.
II. CONSTRUCTION
Ashikhmin et al. used the following fact in their construction of
quantum codes. The minimum distance of a quantum code is the maximum number of detectable quantum errors that can be written as a
tensor product of the Pauli spin operators.
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Proposition 1: Suppose that we have a chain of classical linear
?
codes C ?  C  C 0 in F n
2 , where C denotes the dual codes of
C with respect to the standard inner product. Suppose also that C is
an [n; k; d] code and C 0 is [n; k0 ; d0 ] one with k0  k + 2. From this
chain we can construct a [[2nm; 2m(k + k0 0 n); minfd; 32 d0 g]]
binary quantum code. Proposition 1 is based on the construction of
quantum codes proposed in [6], [14].
Hereafter, we shall use the formalism of algebraic function fields instead of algebraic curves. Notations used are exactly the same as those
in Stichtenoth’s textbook [15]. We construct an asymptotically good
sequence of binary quantum codes from the Garcia–Stichtenoth function field [7]. Let Fi = F q (x1 , z2 , . . ., zi ) with
q

zi + zi

0 x 0+11 = 0;
q
i

xi = zi =xi01 :

Proposition 2: For an integer m  2 there exists a sequence of
binary quantum codes such that

[[2mni ; 2mki ; di ]]

lim ni =

!1

i

1

 Rm ()
!1
lim inf di =2mni  
i!1
lim inf ki =ni
i

for
0<

 21m

1
2

0 2 10 1
m

(1)

where
Rm ( ) = 1

0 103 m 0 2 20 1 :
m

(2)

Remark 3: For those who read [1], we highlight the difference between the construction in [1] and ours. The problem of constructing a
family of classical self-orthogonal algebraic geometry codes suitable
for Proposition 1 is to find a set of rational places fP1 , . . ., Pn g and
a divisor G with supp G \ fP1 , . . ., Pn g = ; such that there exists a
differential  whose divisor is
2G

0 (P1 + 1 1 1 + P

n ):

For the general algebraic function field used in [1], it seems difficult to
use asymptotically all the rational places as fP1 , . . ., Pn g and find G
and  . From the Garcia–Stichtenoth function fields, we shall explicitly
construct G and  in the following proof while using asymptotically
all the rational places, namely,
q

=

x1
q

02 dx1
01 0 1

x1
G = (( ) + P1 +

111 +P

n )=2

where P1 + 1 1 1 + Pn is the zero divisor of xq1

01 0 1.

Proof of Proposition 2: We shall consider the Garcia–Stichtenoth
function field Fi over F 2 with i  2. Let q = 2m .
Let ni = (q 2 0 1)q i01 and y = xq1 01 0 1. The zero divisor of y
consists of ni places of degree one [7, Sec. 3]. Therefore, we can write
the zero divisor of y as P1 + 1 1 1 + Pn such that Pj 6= Pl for all j; l.
F q with supp D \ fP1 , . . ., Pn g = ;, we
For a divisor D of Fi =F
shall consider a classical linear code C (D) defined by

f

j 2 L(D)g:

C (D) = (f (P1 ); . . . ; f (Pn ) f
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Let  = dy=y = xq1 02 dx1 =y , G00 = () + P1 + 1 1 1 + Pn , and
P1 be the unique pole of x1 in Fi . We have

0

G0 = (q

2 0 2)(x1 ) 0 (q2 0 1)vP

(x1 )P1 + (dx1 ):

The different exponent of Fi =F1 is even at every place of Fi (see [7,
text below Lemma 2.9]). Hence, the discrete valuation of (dx1 ) is even
at every place of Fi by [15, Remark IV.3.7]. Observe that vP (x1 ) =
0qi01 [7]. Therefore, the valuation of0 the divisor G00 is an even integer
at every place of Fi . Define G0 = G0 =2. We have
ni + deg(dx1 )

deg G0 =

2

ni + 2gi

=

02

2
= ni =2 + gi

01

Fq .
where gi is the genus of Fi =F
Let j be a nonnegative integer. Let
H = (P1 +

Fig. 1.

1 1 1 + Pn ) 0 (G0 + jP1) + () = G0 0 jP1 :

By [15, Proposition VII.1.2], we have C (G0 + jP1 )? = C (H ). Since
G0 + jP1

H

?  C (G0 + jP1 ):

C (G0 + jP1 )

Observe that C (G0 + jP1 ) is an [ni , j + ni =2,  ni =2 0 gi + 1 0 j ]
classical linear code if j  ni =2 0 gi .
There is the inclusion of classical codes
C

0 0
2
1

G0 +

C

G0 +

C

G0 +

1
2

0 gi + 1 P1

ni

0 0

1
2

ni

implies

1

G0 +

2

0 0

 dim C

ni

0 gi + 1 P1
1

G0 +

2

0 23 0

+2

0 gi + 1 P1

ni

:

Hence, by applying Proposition 1 to the inclusion above, for
0
9=ni    1=2 0 gi =ni we can construct [[2mni ; 2mki ; di ]]
binary quantum codes with
ki



1

0 35 0

ni

0 2gi ;

di

 0 ni :

Since limi!1 ni =gi = 2m 0 1 [7], by setting  =  0 =2m we have
ki
 Rm ();
i!1 ni
for the range of  specified in (1).
lim inf

lim inf

i!1

di

2mni



By choosing an appropriate value m for every  , we can construct a
sequence of [[2mni , 2mki , di ]] binary quantum codes with
ki
i!1 ni

lim inf

 R();

where R( ) = Rm ( ) for
m
312

5(2m 0 1)(2m+1 0 1)

 min

lim inf

i!1
5

84

;

di

2mni


1 m01
0 1)(2m 0 1)

3 2

5(2m01

mation rate of our sequence is always larger than that of [1] at every
relative minimum distance.
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Asymptotically good sequences of quantum codes.
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The sequences in [1], [5] and the sequences in this correspondence
are compared in Fig. 1. Since (2) is larger than [1, eq. (21)], the infor-
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